Practice Exams

Know Your Strengths and Diminish Your Weaknesses.

Be PreparED.

You’ve made a big decision. You’re ready to rise to the challenge and take a leap into the next
stage in your career. You understand the value of BCEN® certification, and you’re seizing the
opportunity to advance your professional life. Congratulations!
However, we understand that big decisions can come with big concerns. How do you prepare
for the exam? What happens if you don’t pass? How can you balance a career, family, personal
life and study sessions?
Don’t worry — at BCEN, we’re the experts on test prep, and we’re here to give you help and
support throughout the certification process.

BCEN Practice Exams

The best way to gain the knowledge, confidence and readiness you need to ace your exam
is by purchasing an exclusive BCEN practice exam in your specialization. Practice exams are
available for CEN®, CFRN®, CPEN® and TCRN® certifications.

What sets our practice exams apart from others?

• Only our practice exams are created by the
same organization designing the actual
exams (that’s us).
• We have a committee of nurses and
emergency professionals who build our
practice exams with the goal of helping
you succeed.

• A BCEN practice exam will help you
familiarize yourself with the
computer-based format of
the real exam.
• You will be able to answer
questions, then have
immediate access to the
correct answers, backed up
with rationale and references.

Practice exams are available in two formats:

Certification Mode:
• This closely simulates the
actual testing environment.
Though you can take the
practice exam from any
location, it will be timed, and
you will not have the option to see answers
and explanations until the entire exam
is completed.

Study (Practice) Mode:
• This highly-customizable option allows
users to tailor the exam to their needs,
including the number of
questions, completion
time, randomization and
objectives… plus the ability
to change your answers
before scoring your exam.

BCEN practice exams are an investment in your future. For one reasonable price, you’ll be able
to access the practice exam as many times as you wish within a 90-day period. You’ll also
receive one graded report for your reference.

Practice Exams

BCEN Practice Exam Pricing

Certified Emergency Nurse

CEN 50 Question Practice Exam: $30
CEN 150 Question Practice Exam: $75

Certified Flight Registered Nurse

CFRN 50 Question Practice Exam: $30

Certified Pediatric Emergency Nurse

CPEN 50 Question Practice Exam: $30

Trauma Certified Registered Nurse

CPEN 50 Question Practice Exam: $30

Let your career as an emergency nurse soar to greater heights. To purchase a CEN, CFRN, CPEN
or TCRN practice exam, visit www.mindhub.com/BCEN.

BCEN.org
BCEN cannot guarantee the success of any candidate, regardless of whether or not they have taken the
practice exam. Purchasing or completing a practice exam is not required to be eligible to sit for the exam.

